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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Following a challenging past year for Delma, our partners and clients, all impacted by the unprece-
dented situation, we look optimistically forward to 2021.

As motivation for a positive outlook, the 
new year represents a number of special 
occasions and new experiences for us. 
2021 marks 75 years since the release of 
Delma’s first chronograph, which we are 
commemorating with a special Bicompax 
edition of our renowned Heritage model 
limited to 75 pieces per color.
Our signature Blue Shark collection will 
be expanded to include the Blue Shark III 
Azores edition in two special dial colors 
to support ocean conservation efforts 
driven by our partner Magnus Lundborg. 
As with our brand ambassador Nick Mo-
loney and the Oceanmaster Antarctica in 
2020, the project in the Azores will enable 

us to contribute to education about and 
protection of endangered sharks through 
the proceeds of our new timepieces. 
We also had the privilege to partner with 
Miranda Merron as she successfully 
completed the Vendée Globe earlier this 
year with the Delma Oceanmaster on her 
wrist. Following her progress as she ac-
complished the remarkable feat of inde-
pendently circumnavigating the world has 
further enlightened us on the demands 
of offshore sailing and will surely influ-
ence future advancement in our sailing 
inspired timepieces. In keeping with the 
theme of giving back, Miranda selected 
the World Wildlife Foundation to receive a 

second Oceanmaster which was on board 
for the journey and auctioned to benefit 
their mission.
This year, we will also introduce a new 
member of the Cayman collection, the 
Cayman Field, a new take on the popular 
causal divers’ line appointed for explorers 
focused on land adventures. With three 
different bracelet options including a 
natural canvas strap and a black dial 
highlighted with orange numerals and 
green luminous indexes, the new edition 
is classic yet distinct. 
Delma is honored to be able to make 
a difference for wildlife and people 
through the creation of our timepieces. 

By embracing the experiences and ad-
ventures of our partners and clients, we 
are motivated to continuously improve 
our designs for all those who rely on our 
watches for style, punctuality, and safety.
As a family-owned Swiss watch brand, it 
is only through education, a strong focus 
on innovation and the commitment of 
our talented watchmakers and partners 
that we are able to deliver enjoyment 
to women and men year after year. We 
are especially grateful for your ongoing 
support and interest in our timepieces 
and it is my pleasure to present you with 
our 2021/22 catalogue.

Fred Leibundgut
Chairman & CEO Delma Watch Ltd.
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HISTORY OF DELMA
An inspirational story of a family-owned watch manufacturer that has prevailed in Switzerland for nearly a century. 
Our history fuels our future innovation and our achievements and values continue to guide us on our way through 
the 21st century.

The 1920s represented a paramount era 
for the Swiss watchmaking industry. A 
new type of watch became increasingly 
popular: the wristwatch. Until then, men 
were only seen carrying pocket watches, 
but with the advent of the first airplanes 
and cars, the wristwatch rose in signifi-
cance because of its practicality. It was a 
time in which many watch brands had to 

change their production completely. The 
brothers Adolf and Albert Gilomen saw 
this as the ideal moment to enter the 
industry, so in 1924, they founded their 
own watch company in Lengnau. As was 
a custom adopted by many other brands, 
they strategically registered four brand 
names: Thuya, Midland, Delma, and Gil. In 
some cases, previously registered names 

were later used for watch families, such 
as the Midland, the Gilomen company’s 
first chronograph. Delma would eventual-
ly be established as the company’s name. 
Early production efforts focused on deliv-
ering precise, robust timepieces of great 
elegance. Lengnau was ideally situated 
in the heart of the Swiss watch region. 
The proximity of a nearby watchmaking 
school ensured access to well-trained 
personnel. Equally, the region contained 
an established network of independent 
furnishers that guaranteed the supply of 
all necessary components. One of them, 
the Landeron movement manufacturer, 
had a first-class reputation for its chrono-
graph movements. In the forties, Delma 
launched an exemplary chronograph 
based on this movement which is often 
considered the starting point for Delma’s 
dedication to sports watches. 

After establishing a strong foundation 
in the hands of the Gilomen family, 
the company changed ownership and 
in1966 it was renamed Delma Watch 
Ltd. by Ulrich Wüthrich and his partner. 
They lead the business until 1996 when 
it was passed down to Ulrich’s son in law 
Fred Leibundgut. Today, Delma is still 
family-owned and his son Andreas Lei-
bundgut serves as Head of Marketing. We 
are continuously committed to creating 
new watches that represent our brand’s 
personality and dedication to quality. 
Through our experience and the incredi-
ble accomplishments of our courageous 
partners we gain insight and inspiration 
to fuel our innovation. As one of the last 
independent Swiss watch manufacturers, 
we feel more committed than ever to the 
tradition of superior watchmaking and are 
proud to focus on consistently delivering 
attractive, quality timepieces for gener-
ations to come.
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OVER NINETY-FIVE YEARS OF TRADITION
Delma has been passionate about building watches for almost a century. Since the very beginning, we are committed to delivering stylish 
and sturdy timepieces that enhance sports and leisure pursuits. This catalogue is designed to showcase our ongoing tradition of crafting 
pioneering and timeless watches and demonstrate our history and achievements.

When the Gilomen brothers embarked 
on the challenge of founding a watch 
company in their hometown of Lengnau, 
Switzerland in 1924, the region had just 
begun to proliferate with watch manu-

facturers. This area between Grenchen 
and Biel would later set standards for the 
Swiss watchmaking industry and repre-
sent unmatched global quality.

Establishing a watch business at this 
time meant dedication and innovation 
was crucial as the future development 
of the industry was wide  open. The 
brothers  were certain they wanted  to 

be at the forefront of progress and were 
wholly committed to creating timepiec-
es that performed with style. In keeping 
with their entrepreneurial and inventive 
spirit, the company promptly created 

8
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The foundation 

In 1924, the brothers Adolf and Albert Gilomen founded  
A. & A. Gilomen S.A. in Lengnau near Grenchen, Switzerland. 
In 1966, the company was renamed Delma Watch Ltd. after 
one of the initial four model names following the takeover by 
Ulrich Wüthrich & partner.

First chronograph

The Delma insignia first appeared on pocket and wristwatches
in 1933, followed by the first chronograph in 1946. Recorded
under the name Midland, the classic 18-karat yellow gold
chronograph equipped with a mechanical hand-winding
movement signifies the beginning of Delma’s emphasis on 
sports watches

The first automatic divers’ watch 

The Periscope was Delma’s first wristwatch with increased 
water resistance. Although not yet up to present-day standards, 
this model started Delma’s divers’ watch tradition.

Professional divers’ watches

As of 1975, the company was enjoying great success with 
its two professional divers’ watches: the Shell Star and the 
Quattro. Delma’s stainless steel automatic models with 
rotatable bezels remain popular with professional and hobby 
divers to this day.

19541954

A true racing machine

A sporty chronograph with a stainless-steel case is released, 
boasting an ETA Valjoux 7736 R movement. The Tachymeter 
indication on the dial, the luminous hands and genuine 
leather or rubber strap made it the ultimate racing timepiece.

The launch of the Shark

Named for its precision and sharp design elements, Delma’s 
Shark model had a rectangular stainless steel case encompas-
sing an automatic ETA 2789 movement. The intricate bracelet, 
unique octagonal dial and diamond cut indexes made this 
unique watch worthy of admiration.

Delma Moonphase pocket watch

When pocket watches came back in style for a brief period 
along with the three-piece suit, Delma used the opportunity 
to produce a prestigious Savonette example in 18-karat 
gold. Behind the carved spring lid is a refined hand winding 
Unitas movement with pearled bridges, moon phase and 
date indication.

19811981 19881988
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their first chronograph wristwatch in the 
forties when an advanced chronograph 
movement was realized. The sporty and 
elegant piece set a precedent for quali-
ty and creativity, thereby solidifying the 
brand’s mission. 

The fifties and sixties marked the begin-
ning of extensive underwater exploration, 
and it was clear that developing a quality 
divers’ watch was imperative. In 1969, the 
Periscope, Delma’s first timepiece with 

enhanced water resistance, was  born. 
The sea has been Delma’s companion 
ever since and a few years later in 1975, 
Delma issued its first professional divers’ 
watch, the Shell Star. 

The power of water has continuously 
motivated us to devise watches with the 
potential to go further and dive deeper. 
The integration of new technologies such 
as the helium valve on the first Blue Shark 
in 2011 and the screw down crown on 

all our current divers’ watches exemplify 
how Delma’s strength is constantly aug-
menting. 

We also embrace our history with classic 
timepieces that reimagine styles from the 
founding years of Delma with a modern 
edge. The Heritage and Continental recall 
a time when wristwatches were not only 
a fashion statement but a necessity.  

Our watches are enjoyed and relied upon 
equally beneath and atop the water. Re-
lationships with our brand ambassador 
and sailing champion Nick Moloney, the 
Brazil based Naufragios diving team and 
ocean conservationist Magnus Lundborg 
among other adventurous partners en-
able us to continually put our watches to 
the test and ensure persistent quality and 
enlightened evolution.

Relaunch of the Shell Star

The revival of Delma’s first professional divers’ watch marked 
an exciting moment. Technological advancements allowed us 
to produce a new Shell Star that kept the distinctive sporty 
look of the company’s landmark model with features that 
were unimaginable in the 1970s. Now equipped with a helium 
valve and water-resistance to 500 m, the Shell Star is a 
modern precision instrument. 

  The racing collection expands

The introduction of the Oceanmaster series stimulated 
Delma’s “Time to Perform” campaign and solidified the com-
pany’s companionship with extreme sailing. The collection 
is inspired by Delma’s collaboration with the IMOCA Ocean 
Masters and has special features for nautical navigation and 
tactical planning.

Blue Shark I

The Blue Shark joins the ranks of Delma’s exceptional divers’ 
watches with a splash. Flaunting a sporty, sturdy disposition 
and eye on innovation, the original Blue Shark was introduced 
as a progressive performance divers’ watch with water 
resistance to 3000 m / 9900 ft that encompassed the latest 
advancements in functionality and strength.

Launch of the Blue Shark III

Delma’s Blue Shark models have continuously exceeded 
perceived boundaries of endurance and the Blue Shark III is no 
exception. Standing out as one of the strongest divers’ watches 
ever produced, the new Blue Shark III is Delma‘s supreme 
divers’ watch with water resistance to 4000 m / 13120 ft. As 
the series grows, and new technology is introduced, the Sharks 
become increasingly powerful, resilient, and groundbreaking.

75 Years of Delma Chronographs

Two Heritage chronographs join the collection in invigorated 
yet classic style. A Bicompax Chronograph limited to 75 pieces 
in tribute to the milestone maintains essential characteristics 
of our first chronograph and a three sub dial model extends 
Delma‘s original Heritage series with modern elegance.

19911991

19951995 20042004 20142014 20162016 2017201720112011 20192019 20212021

The Klondike collection

The Delma Klondike was launched in 1991 as an annual 
limited-edition mechanical gold and platinum collection and has 
served as Delma’s signature line ever since. It was recognized 
for its exceptional quality and ingenuity by its preselection in 
the Calendar category at the Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève 
in 2017

The Delma Platinum collection

In the mid-nineties Delma enjoyed great success with its 
Platinum collection including winning the 1st prize in the 
precious metal category at the JA International Jewelry Show 
in New York.

The steel Klondike

As an extension of Delma’s successful signature line, the 
Klondike was redesigned in stainless steel in 2004. Equipped 
with a new movement, its refreshed forms and materials 
made it a noteworthy timepiece among Delma’s sports 
watches.

The Midland Chronograph

A new sports watch, carrying the name of the company’s 
first chronograph is introduced. While it pays tribute to the 
original, the bold look with exposed screws is undoubtedly 
fresh. Equipped with a big date and ergonomic push pieces, 
the Midland Chronograph is a revered companion for 
aspiring and professional athletes. 
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Delma has been located in Lengnau near 
Biel, at the core of the Swiss watchmak-
ing region, since its foundation in 1924. 
Our watches are designed in-house to 
be instruments that are fit for everyday 
use and to withstand extreme conditions. 
The life of every Delma watch starts as 
a sketch. The concept is then rendered 
in 3D to deliver a realistic visualization of 
the future timepiece. Rapid prototyping 
enables us to analyze the touch and feel 
of every new model as it develops. Once 
the design has been approved, case pro-
duction begins and all components are 
carefully checked. Each watch is individu-
ally assembled in our atelier by one skilled 
watchmaker with utmost concentration. 
First, the dial is paired with its movement. 
Next, the extremely fine hands are placed 
on the axles. Finally, the completed inner 
workings are fitted into the case, the 
crown is fixed and the watchcase back 

is carefully closed. The finished piece is 
then tested by a separate watchmaker 
in order to guarantee a strict separation 
of production and quality control.
We utilize only the best materials avail-
able. The crystals of our watches are 
comprised of transparent sapphire, a 
substance almost as hard as diamond. 
For our stainless steel watches, we em-
ploy grade 316L steel, which offers a high 
resistance to scratches and corrosion. 
Our black models are coated with phys-
ical vapor deposition (PVD), a specialized 
method which yields an absolutely even 
surface or diamond like carbon (DLC) for 
ultimate imperviousness.  Our divers’ 
watches are equipped with a screw-down 
crown and a screwed back to guaran-
tee long-term resistance to water and 
humidity. Unidirectional bezels ensure 
decompression times can never be mis-
guided. Some of our divers’ watches are 

equipped with a helium escape valve to 
further protect them from potential dam-
age caused by internal pressure. All our 
movements come from the most reliable 
Swiss partners. Guaranteed leaders in 
their fields, these manufacturers boast a 
long history of quality design and produc-
tion. The intricate workings are decorated 
to our specifications to give them the 
unmistakable and highly desired Delma 
look and can often be observed through 
a transparent case back on our automatic 
watches. 
To ensure that we stay up-to-date with 
the latest developments in the industry 

and are able to constantly implement new 
functionalities, designs and materials, our 
skilled personnel regularly undergo rigor-
ous certifications and training. Our part-
nerships with ocean adventurers support 
our quest to design sailing and diving 
watches that deliver an optimal combi-
nation of attractiveness, performance 
and reliability while our heritage inspires 
reinvented classic timepieces. All our 
watches have been carefully conceived 
and tested to serve our valued customers 
for a lifetime of wear and enjoyment.

PHILOSOPHY & TECHNICAL STANDARDS
As a family business, we consider quality across all our products and the commitment of our staff to be the foundation of our legacy and 
our future.  Our continuous dedication to producing Swiss Made timepieces represents a long tradition of quality watchmaking and has 
guided us in presenting innovative watches for over ninety-five years without interruption. 
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MAGNUS LUNDBORG PARTNERSHIP
Magnus Lundborg embodies our mission to continuously expand the technical potential and impact of our timepieces. As a free diver 
and ocean conservationist based in Sweden, he is dedicated to drawing attention to endangered underwater species in the  
North Sea and beyond. 

He uses his award-winning photography 
of some of the world’s most rare and 
magnificent creatures to illustrate the 
need for their conservation. His striking 
images capture the beauty of these in-
credible animals while exposing the im-
pact of destructive behavior and aim to 
stop unnecessary trawling of the oceans.

Our partnership was announced on World 
Oceans Day in 2020, when we proudly 
shared Magnus’ images of aquatic species 
in brilliant focus. Equipped with a Delma 
Blue Shark III, a model named after one 
of his favorite subjects, he continues to 
capture powerful images of endangered 
animals. Through his carefully composed 

images of creatures great and small from 
the colossal Humpback Whale to the tiny 
Pipe Fish, Magnus uses his camera for 
a purpose. “Through the camera lens, I 
want to show you the beauty, the vulner-
ability and the importance of preservation 
of nature and species.”
He is currently working on “Wild Atlan-
tic: Beyond the North Sea” a book about 
large wildlife in the Atlantic which aims to 
expose the impact of overfishing in this 
area. In Summer 2021 he will take part in 
the Megalodon Project, a Shark Tagging 
Project in the Azores using pioneering 
research to better understand the life 

and habitat of sharks. Magnus alongside 
a team of scientist will conduct a study 
on marine megafauna to educate the 
public and government, define conser-
vation strategies and create sustainable 
solutions essential to protecting natural 
resources and guaranteeing reproduction 
in key locations. We are excited about the 
opportunity to directly support this en-
deavor through the launch of a new Blue 
Shark III Azores edition. 
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NICK MOLONEY PARTNERSHIP
No one puts Delma watches to the test like sailing champion Nick Moloney, a true ocean adventurer who routinely sets world sailing 
records. Nick relies on his Delma watches to keep him on target and propel his life forward during his many daring activities,  
adventures and accomplishments. 

Nick has established 15 world sailing 
records and circumnavigated the globe  
3 times in the Volvo Ocean Race, the Tro-
phée Jules Verne, and the Vendée Globe 
throughout his 30-year sailing career. His 
tenacious spirit drives him to redefine the 
meaning of excellence and parallels the 
design philosophy of Delma so closely 
that Nick became our brand ambassa-
dor in 2017. Nick’s perspective on time 
is interwoven with his Delma watches 
which accompany him – the Oceanmas-
ter for extreme ocean adventures, the 
Shell Star for free diving, and the Rialto 
for daily wear. Nick admires and trusts 
his timepieces implicitly, declaring, “My 
relationship to my Delma timepieces 
represents the single most important 
point of reference in my everyday life. I 
live in a world that is completely reliant 
on trusted points of reference and the 
absolute best use of time”. This philos-
ophy characterizes everything that Nick 

does, from pursuing new sailing records 
to accomplishing great things in his varied 
business and philanthropic ventures. 
In 2020 Nick granted us an undeniable 
opportunity to develop a new model that 
would assist him and his team on their 
expedition to Antarctica to commemorate 
its discovery 200 years ago. The limited 
edition of 200 pieces introduced a blue 
textured dial inspired by the frozen land-
scape and a special Antarctica engraved 
case back to Delma’s sailing inspired 
series. The new timepiece not only as-
sisted during the excursion but through 

Nick’s experience, we were introduced 
to the Antarctic and Sothern Ocean Co-
alition, which supports and protects this 
fascinating continent. We are proud to 
contribute a portion of the proceeds of 
each Oceanmaster Antarctica to their 
preservation efforts.

As Delma’s brand ambassador, Nick’s leg-
acy will continue to serve as a deep source 
of inspiration to help shape innovation, 
new designs and technical elements in 
future Delma sports watches.
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NAUFRAGIOS PARTNERSHIP - DOCUMENTING UNCHARTED WRECKS
Experts operating in profound and intense wreck diving environments depend on their instruments to be reliable in the most extreme 
circumstances. In 2018 Delma partnered with the Brazil based Macadamia Naufragios dive team in pursuit of exploring historic wrecks 
along the US Coastline. Delma’s world class divers’ watches performed in tandem with the team and facilitated the creation of an 
exciting documentary series.

Every serious diver knows, his or her 
divers’ watch performs the most inte-
gral function behind a dive. From timing 
stages of the dive to gauging the depths 
of the unknown, divers must be equipped 
with all of the tools required for success, 
and sometimes even survival, at extreme 
depths and in confined spaces. 
Due to the advanced features and striking 
design of Delma’s divers’ watches, ex-
ecutive producer and lead diver Marcelo 
Guimaraes chose three models to ac-

company him and the other divers on 
their adventures. Marcelo stated that 
Delma watches equipped them with a 
“highly reliable way to plan and monitor 
our team’s numerous complex dives and 
intricate filming activities.” The show, 
released in late 2018, tells the story of 
three experienced divers who traveled the 
world in search of the most fascinating 
historic wrecks.
Our partnership with Naufragios, which 
means shipwreck in Portuguese, proves 

that Delma’s divers’ watches deliver 
extreme water resistance at almost lim-
itless depths. Other key features appre-
ciated by the diving team include extra 
scratch resistance for cave and wreck 
dives, sturdy unidirectional bezels, and 
extreme legibility in even the darkest 
conditions. 
Delma’s partnership with the Naufra-
gios team and key collaborations with 
other professional divers around the 

world, along with rigorous product test-
ing, serve as an integral part of Delma’s 
next-generation design strategy. In 2019, 
the Blue Shark III and the Cayman joined 
the established ranks of Delma’s divers’ 
watches like the Blue Shark II, Santiago 
and Shell Star, the three models that ac-
companied the Naufragios team on their 
thrilling underwater quests.
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RACING COLLECTION
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 KLONDIKE
This signature collection combines Delma’s mastery in design and 
complicated movements to create an exquisite timepiece. Our 
flagship model, the Klondike Moonphase, features a day-and-
night indication on which a star-spangled night sky is offset by a 
radiant depiction of the golden sun. This representation is applied 
on a rotating disc indicating the 24-hour rhythm of day and night. 
The romantic moon phase indicator beneath the chronograph’s 
hour counter and the pointer date hand are among its other 
unique elements. 

KLONDIKE MOONPHASE
Automatic movement

Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 44mm / 15.3mm

Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.680.6.012
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KLONDIKE MOONPHASE 

KLONDIKE MOONPHASE      
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 44mm / 15.3mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.680.6.012

KLONDIKE MOONPHASE     
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 44mm / 15.3mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.680.6.032

KLONDIKE MOONPHASE      
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 44mm / 15.3mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52601.680.6.012

KLONDIKE MOONPHASE     
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 44mm / 15.3mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.680.6.032

KLONDIKE CLASSIC 

KLONDIKEKLONDIKE

KLONDIKE CLASSIC    
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 44mm / 14.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.660.6.012

KLONDIKE CLASSIC      
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 44mm / 14.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.660.6.032

KLONDIKE CLASSIC       
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 44mm / 14.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.660.6.012

KLONDIKE CLASSIC      
Automatic movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 44mm / 14.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
42601.660.6.032
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CONTINENTAL
Similar to 1960s cars, renowned for style and performance, the 
Continental possesses remarkable craftsmanship and design. The 
bicompax Chronograph, inspired by Delma’s models of the period, 
is captivating near and far with a refined sunray brushed dial and 
contrasting counters, surrounded by an intricate Tachymeter.  
The striking red seconds hand, the brushed and polished stainless 
steel case and retro pushers prepare the Continental for speed  
and accuracy in all endeavors.

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement

Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 15.2mm

Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.702.6.061
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CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH  
Automatic movement
Stainless steel 
Case size 42mm / 15.2mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.702.6.031

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel 
Case size 42mm / 15.2mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.702.6.041

CONTINENTAL AUTOMATIC

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH  
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 15.2mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.702.6.061

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH  
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 15.2mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.702.6.101

CONTINENTAL QUARTZ

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH     
Quartz movement
Stainless steel 
Case size 42mm / 11.8mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.704.6.061

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel 
Case size 42mm / 11.8mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.704.6.141

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH   
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 11.8mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.704.6.061

CONTINENTAL CHRONOGRAPH  
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 11.8mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.704.6.041
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OCEANMASTER
Inspired by the world’s best offshore sailors, the Oceanmaster
collection combines Delma’s expertise in watchmaking with  
knowledge of open sea navigation. Now offered in 3 unique edi-
tions, each series boasts the robustness of a true divers’ watch 
in combination with key features for skippers. The limited edition 
Oceanmaster Antarctica was developed for our ambassador Nick 
Moloney’s journey to Antarctica to commemorate its discovery 
200 years ago. The new Oceanmaster Tide possesses a tidal track-
ing feature with its sleek unidirectional bezel indicating  
the transition between high and low tide.

OCEANMASTER
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OCEANMASTER ANTARCTICA
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Stainless steel bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.670.6.049

OCEANMASTER ANTARCTICA

OCEANMASTER

Delma is proud to support the Antarctic and 
Southern Ocean Coalition by donating a portion of 
the proceeds of each Oceanmaster Antarctica.
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OCEANMASTER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.670.6.038

OCEANMASTER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41501.670.6.048

OCEANMASTER 
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.676.6.038

OCEANMASTER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.676.6.048   

OCEANMASTER 

OCEANMASTER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.678.6.038

OCEANMASTER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.678.6.038

OCEANMASTER 
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm /12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.678.6.048

OCEANMASTER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.678.6.048

OCEANMASTER CHRONOGRAPH



3736 OCEANMASTER

OCEANMASTER TIDE
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.676.6.848

OCEANMASTER TIDE
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.678.6.848

OCEANMASTER TIDE
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.670.6.848

OCEANMASTER TIDE
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.9mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.678.6.848

OCEANMASTER TIDE 
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40 41BLUE SHARK III

BLUE SHARK III
Delma’s divers’ watches reached exceptional depths in 2019 
with the Delma Blue Shark III – with extreme water-resistance to 
4000 m / 13,120 ft. The sturdy unidirectional bezel and helium 
escape valve ensure that it is primed for even the most critical 
demands of professional divers. Enhanced crown protection and 
luminous markers enable divers to explore uncharted territory with 
confidence in all lighting conditions. An exchangeable rubber strap 
with bespoke tools makes the watch easily modifiable for adven-
tures on land or underwater. This superb limited edition diving 
instrument arrives inside a special Blue Shark box in anticipation 
of its first extreme underwater excursion.

BLUE SHARK III       
Automatic movement

Stainless steel bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm

Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
41701.700.6.154



4342 BLUE SHARK III

BLUE SHARK III

BLUE SHARK III       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
41701.700.6.034

BLUE SHARK III     
Automatic movement
Stainless steel bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
41701.700.6.044

BLUE SHARK III      
Automatic movement
Black DLC bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
54701.700.6.154

BLUE SHARK III      
Automatic movement
Black DLC bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
54701.700.6.044



4544 BLUE SHARK III

BLUE SHARK III  AZORES

BLUE SHARK III AZORES   
Automatic movement
Black DLC bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
54701.700.6.048

BLUE SHARK III AZORES   
Automatic movement
Stainless steel bezel ring
Case size 47mm / 18.5mm
Water-resistant to 4000m / 13120ft
41701.700.6.148



4746 SHELL STAR

SHELL STAR
One look at this watch, and you know it’s tough. The crown protec-
tion, the brushed stainless steel case and the helium valve among 
other enduring features make the Shell Star a tool for professionals. 
The tradition of the Shell Star goes back to 1975, when Delma’s first 
professional divers’ watch launched under this name. This iconic 
model became a landmark for the company, serving as a model for 
many other divers’ watches. In 2018, Delma enhanced the Shell Star 
collection with the introduction of a DLC-coated limited edition Black 
Tag model inspired by the world’s best free divers.



4948 SHELL STARSHELL STAR

SHELL STAR AUTOMATIC

SHELL STAR       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.670.6.031

SHELL STAR       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.670.6.151

SHELL STAR       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.670.6.031

SHELL STAR       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41501.670.6.041



5150 SHELL STARSHELL STAR

SHELL STAR QUARTZ

SHELL STAR      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.676.6.041

SHELL STAR     
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.676.6.041

SHELL STAR    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.676.6.151

SHELL STAR      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 12.7mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.676.6.031
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SHELL STAR BLACK TAG

SHELL STAR
Automatic movement
Black DLC
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
44501.670.6.031

SHELL STAR
Automatic movement
Black DLC
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 44mm / 13.8mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
44501.670.6.151

SHELL STAR 53
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CAYMAN
The Cayman looks back to vintage Delma divers’ watches intro-
duced in the 1970s in 3 distinct varieties. The intricate details and 
bright finishes of the original are inspired by the landscape and 
wildlife of the Caribbean. The Cayman Worldtimer brings a global 
perspective to the Cayman family with a bidirectional bezel en-
graved with 24 cities, each representing a different time zone.  
The newest series, the Cayman Field is available with 3 different 
bracelet options including a natural colored canvas strap that 
complement the modified dial, perfect for lovers of sports and  
leisure activities. 

55CAYMAN



5756 CAYMANCAYMAN

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER AUTOMATIC CAYMAN WORLDTIMER  QUARTZ

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.710.6.031

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.710.6.041

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41801.710.6.061

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41801.710.6.031

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.712.6.031

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.712.6.061

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41801.712.6.041

CAYMAN WORLDTIMER
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41801.712.6.031



5958 CAYMANCAYMAN

CAYMAN AUTOMATIC

CAYMAN
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.706.6.031

CAYMAN
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.706.6.066

CAYMAN
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41801.706.6.036

CAYMAN
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41801.706.6.041

CAYMAN QUARTZ

CAYMAN
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.708.6.061

CAYMAN
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41601.708.6.041

CAYMAN
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41801.708.6.031

CAYMAN
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41801.708.6.066



6160 CAYMAN

CAYMAN FIELD 

CAYMAN FIELD
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41501.706.6.034

CAYMAN FIELD
Automatic movement

Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring

Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft

41801.706.6.034

CAYMAN FIELD
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 13.3mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41601.706.6.034

CAYMAN FIELD
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41801.708.6.034

CAYMAN FIELD
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 42mm / 11mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41501.708.6.034



6362 COMMODORE 

COMMODORE
Many consider the Commodore to be our most elegant diver’s 
watch. With water resistance to 500 m / 1650 ft, unidirection-
al bezel and large characteristic luminous hands, the Commodore 
surpasses any divers’ expectations in appearance and performance. 
The classic materials and timeless finishes transition effortlessly 
into a leisure timepiece. Details such as the magnifying glass accen-
tuating the date window make this watch a precious instrument in 
the ocean or as an object of admiration at a cosmopolitan party.



6564 COMMODORECOMMODORE

COMMODORE AUTOMATIC

COMMODORE  
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.690.6.011

COMMODORE 
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.690.6.031

COMMODORE 
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
52701.690.6.101

COMMODORE  
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
52701.690.6.041

COMMODORE QUARTZ

COMMODORE  
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.692.6.011

COMMODORE 
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.692.6.041

COMMODORE 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.692.6.011

COMMODORE   
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.692.6.101



66 67SANTIAGO 

SANTIAGO
The Santiago, available in an appealing selection of color and material
combinations, is Delma’s most popular divers’ watch due to its 
classic appearance and great features, including water resistance 
to 500 m / 1650 ft. Offered as a 3-hand, GMT and Chronograph in 
a range of colors, the Santiago is a statement in all varieties.  
All versions possess an easy to grip unidirectional bezel and me-
chanical models have a transparent case back to showcase the 
intricate movement. 



6968 SANTIAGO SANTIAGO

SANTIAGO AUTOMATIC

SANTIAGO 
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
52701.560.6.014

SANTIAGO
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
52701.560.6.104

SANTIAGO AUTOMATIC

SANTIAGO  
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring 
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.560.6.034

SANTIAGO 
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.560.6.144

SANTIAGO 
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.560.6.044

SANTIAGO 
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
41701.560.6.104

SANTIAGO        
Automatic movement
Rose gold PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
43501.560.6C034

SANTIAGO        
Automatic movement
Black PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 13.5mm
Water-resistant to 500m / 1650ft
44501.560.6C034



7170 SANTIAGO 

SANTIAGO GMT MERIDIAN      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.648.6.014

SANTIAGO GMT MERIDIAN      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.648.6.034

SANTIAGO GMT MERIDIAN      
Quartz movement 
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.648.6P044

SANTIAGO GMT MERIDIAN      
Quartz movement 
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.648.6.144

SANTIAGO GMT MERIDIAN



7372 SANTIAGO SANTIAGO 

SANTIAGO QUARTZ

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.562.6.034

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.562.6.104

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.562.6.044

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.562.6.014

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.562.6.014

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.562.6.034

SANTIAGO QUARTZ

SANTIAGO
Quartz movement
Rose gold PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
43501.562.6C034

SANTIAGO
Quartz movement
Black PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
44501.562.6C034



7574 SANTIAGO SANTIAGO

SANTIAGO    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.564.6.044

SANTIAGO     
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.564.6.144

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.564.6.104

SANTIAGO CHRONOGRAPH CERAMIC

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Aluminum bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.564.6.014

SANTIAGO CHRONOGRAPH

SANTIAGO  
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.564.6C014

SANTIAGO    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41701.564.6C034

SANTIAGO 
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.564.6C034

SANTIAGO  
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Ceramic bezel ring
Case size 43mm / 12mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52701.564.6C014



7776 SEA STAR

SEA STAR
The Sea Star possesses the robust nature of a true divers’ watch 
with captivating style. The characteristic fluted bezel, riveted 
indexes and Roman numerals make an elegant statement while 
sturdy construction and water resistance up to 200 m / 660 ft 
mean the Sea Star is prepared for all endeavors. Ladies and gents 
can choose matching finishes or flaunt their own style with four 
dial options and two metal finishes. 

SEA STAR
Automatic movement

Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 10.8mm

Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52702.630.6.046



7978 SEA STARSEA STAR

SEA STAR LADIES

SEA STAR      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 29mm / 8.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.621.1.016

SEA STAR          
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 29mm / 8.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.621.6.036

SEA STAR           
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 29mm / 8.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.621.1.106

SEA STAR           
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 29mm / 8.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.621.1.016

SEA STAR          
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 29mm / 8.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.621.1.046

SEA STAR     
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 10.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.630.6.016

SEA STAR       
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 10.8mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.630.6.036

SEA STAR  GENTS

SEA STAR           
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 9.5mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
41702.634.6.046

SEA STAR          
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 9.5mm
Water-resistant to 200m / 660ft
52702.634.6.036
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82 83PIONEER

PIONEER
The 20th century abounded with noteworthy advancements in 
avionics, science and technology by bold pioneers. Embodying the 
essence of a true explorer, the Delma Pioneer combines the classic 
elegance of Delma designs from the 40s and 50s with the sophis-
tication and durability that characterize the entire Delma collec-
tion. In either a chronograph or 3-hands automatic model, this 
timepiece stands out with great legibility and functionality.



8584 PIONEER PIONEER

PIONEER CHRONOGRAPHPIONEER

PIONEER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant 50m / 165ft
41601.570.6.032

PIONEER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant 50m / 165ft
41701.570.6.042

PIONEER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant 50m / 165ft
41701.570.6.062

PIONEER CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant 100m / 330ft
41701.580.6.062

PIONEER
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant 50m / 165ft
52601.570.6.102

PIONEER CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant 100m / 330ft
52601.580.6.062

PIONEER CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant 100m / 330ft
52701.580.6.102

PIONEER CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant 100m / 330ft
41601.580.6.042
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COMMANDER

COMMANDER 
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41702.580.6.038

COMMANDER 
Automatic movement
Black PVD
Case size 45mm / 14.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
44601.580.6.038

COMMANDER
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41702.570.6.038

COMMANDER
Automatic movement
Black PVD
Case size 45mm / 10.5mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
44601.570.6.038
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9190 HERITAGE

HERITAGE
Reminiscent of Delma’s earliest timepieces, features such as the 
domed sapphire crystal and curved dial revive vintage details in a
modern scale. The refined case accentuated by bold numerals or 
slim indexes set upon a luxurious sunray-brushed dial incite elegant 
simplicity. Originally offered in a classic 3-hand design in automatic 
and quartz, an exclusive series of Bicompax Chronographs limited 
to 75 pieces each, and a new stainless steel version based
on the Valjoux 7750 movement have been introduced in 2021 to 
celebrate 75 years of Delma Chronographs.



9392 HERITAGEHERITAGE

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH LIMITED EDITION HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.728.6.061

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.730.6.032

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.728.6.031

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
42601.730.6.062

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.728.6.041

HERITAGE CHRONOGRAPH
Automatic movement
Rose gold PVD
Case size 43mm / 15.7mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
43601.730.6.062



9594 HERITAGEHERITAGE

HERITAGE AUTOMATIC HERITAGE QUARTZ

HERITAGE
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 11.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.686.6.061

HERITAGE
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 12.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.688.6.061

HERITAGE
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 43mm / 11.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
42601.686.6.061

HERITAGE
Automatic movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 12.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.688.6.031

HERITAGE
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 43mm / 11.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41601.686.6.041

HERITAGE
Quartz movement
Rose gold PVD
Case size  43mm / 11.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
43601.686.6.061

HERITAGE
Automatic movement
Rose gold PVD
Case size 43mm / 12.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
43601.688.6.101

HERITAGE
Automatic movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 43mm / 12.3mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
42601.688.6.061



9796 CORDOBA

CORDOBA 
The Cordoba is an extra-flat dress watch of exceptional elegance 
designed to complement any occasion. Wear it at a dinner party or 
at work, and you’ll always have a timepiece that suits the moment. 
Its lancet-shaped hands are set atop a captivating clou-de-Paris 
guilloché surrounded by classical Roman numerals and baguette 
indexes. Other special touches include an elegantly framed date 
indicator and diamond polished appliqués.
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CORDOBA GENTS

CORDOBA     
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 40mm / 7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41702.528.6.011

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 40mm / 7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41702.528.6.031

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 40mm / 7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
42702.528.6.011

CORDOBA    
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 40mm / 7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
52702.528.6.021

CORDOBA LADIES

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 28mm / 6.7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41702.527.1.011

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 28mm / 6.7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41702.527.1.031

CORDOBA     
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 28mm / 6.7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
52702.527.1.011

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 28mm / 6.7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
42702.527.1.021

CORDOBA      
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 28mm / 6.7mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
42702.527.1.011
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RIALTO GENTS RIALTO LADIES

RIALTO           
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 34mm / 7.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.577.1.531

RIALTO      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 34mm / 7.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.577.1.511

RIALTO           
Quartz movement
Two-tone rose gold PVD
Case size 34mm / 7.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
53701.577.1.511

RIALTO      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 9.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41701.608.6.018

RIALTO      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 9.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41701.608.6.038

RIALTO      
Quartz movement
Two-tone rose gold PVD
Case size 42mm / 9.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
53701.608.6.018

RIALTO    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 42mm / 9.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.608.6.048
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LIDO LADIES 

LIDO         
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 38mm / 6.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41701.596.6.011

LIDO         
Quartz movement
Stainless steel with diamonds
Case size 38mm / 6.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41711.596.6.031

LIDO         
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 38mm / 6.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
52701.596.6.011

LIDO         
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD with diamonds
Case size 38mm / 6.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
42711.596.6.021

LIDO GENTS

LIDO      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 27.5mm / 5.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41701.595.1.031

LIDO      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel with diamonds
Case size 27.5mm / 5.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
41711.595.1.011

LIDO     
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 27.5mm / 5.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
52701.595.1.011

LIDO      
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD with diamonds
Case size 27.5mm / 5.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
52711.595.1.021

LIDO      
Quartz movement
Yellow gold PVD
Case size 27.5mm / 5.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m /165ft
42701.595.1.011
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ELEGANCE COLLECTION



107106 RIMINI

RIMINI
The youthful exuberance and sporty appeal of the Delma Rimini make
it suited for those who embrace life with passion and tenacity. The 
Rimini accompanies you as an elegant every-day watch that adds 
individuality to diverse wardrobe choices and adventures. Reflected 
by the sunray-brushed dial, the diamond-set bezel contributes an 
extra boost of light. Its ethereal feel and casual sophistication make 
the Delma Rimini the perfect all-around watch for both relaxed  
and elegant occasions.

RIMINI
Quartz movement

Stainless steel with diamonds
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm

Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41711.625.1.176



109108 RIMINICORDOBA

RIMINI
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.625.1.066

RIMINI

RIMINI
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.625.1.066

RIMINI
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
52701.625.1.046

RIMINI
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.625.1.146

RIMINI
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 31mm / 8.4mm
Water-resistant to 100m / 330ft
41701.625.1.176



111110 GRENADA

GRENADA

GRENADA      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel with diamonds
Case size 32mm / 6.8mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41711.611.1.516

GRENADA       
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 32mm / 6.8mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.611.1.536

GRENADA      
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 32mm / 6.8mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52701.611.1.566

GRENADA       
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD with diamonds
Case size 32mm / 6.8mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52711.611.1.516

GRENADA       
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD with diamonds
Case size 32mm / 6.8mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52711.611.1.546
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ELBA 

ELBA       
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 32mm / 7.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.605.1.061

ELBA      
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 32mm / 7.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.605.1.031

ELBA         
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 32mm / 7.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52701.605.1.031

ELBA         
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 32mm / 7.1mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52701.605.1.061
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MARBELLA 

MARBELLA    
Quartz movement
Stainless steel
Case size 30mm / 6.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41701.603.1.516

MARBELLA        
Quartz movement
Stainless steel with diamonds
Case size 30mm / 6.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
41711.603.1.536

MARBELLA      
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 30mm / 6.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52701.603.1.516

MARBELLA    
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD with diamonds
Case size 30mm / 6.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52711.603.1.516

MARBELLA      
Quartz movement
Two-tone yellow gold PVD
Case size 30mm / 6.9mm
Water-resistant to 50m / 165ft
52701.603.1.536
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Delma Watch Ltd., CH-2543 Lengnau, Switzerland, Phone +41 32 654 22 11, info@delma.ch, www.delma.ch

Delma reserves the right to modify technical specifications of any product illustrated in this
catalogue at any time and without prior notice.
Contact your Delma retailer with any inquiries. 
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